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 The book illuminates a sure—but frequently forgotten— pathway toward a more fulfilling lifestyle. William
Dickerson, is certainly a step-by-step guide to help everyone move toward greater happiness—in a simple and
concise strategy. These steps include: • Determining your passion-powered purpose • Adjusting your attitude
so that you can victoriously face all situations • Controlling irrational fears that prevent achievement •
Persevering through hardships and obstacles • Becoming humble and teachable • Experiencing the joy of
serving others in daily life Writing about these steps and others with wit and personal transparency,
Dickerson supports his writing with quotations from renowned writers, thinkers, and politicians throughout
background. Dickerson presents ten techniques that may help you focus your daily life on time-tested,
general principles for a profoundly happy life.Successful Happiness, written by prominent businessman and
dentist Dr.
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Foresight Could be 20/20 Too! Great reserve,very inspirational!Just how many times have you said or
thought, "I wish I had known that years ago"? We might wish we could go back and live existence over
again. Of program, with the knowledge we have now hold as anyone who has experienced existence. One
way to circumvent enough time you've been provided is normally by learning from others and the ones
others should be successful. For adults who are unhappy in lifestyle , to teens and adults who have to find
their interest and make decisions as what they could perform making use of their lives . This writer is no
doubt successful in his career and other areas of his lifestyle. Although I don't know Dr. As Dr. I enjoyed
this book because it forces you to look into the mirror and evaluate your life.The book reads like a lecture
from a mentor. Step ladder to a better life Very inspiring, well written guide to improving existence. So
much resonated with me and I believe it must be gifted to all the young adults in your life.this book is
highly inspirational ! I acquired much from it at age forty-five. Read this reserve, take down notes and
apply the lessons. Success is within reach. ***FEEL GOOD, MOTIVATING, ENCOURAGING &
CHALLENGING - JUST READ IT!*** I am of low quality at relaxing and forced myself today to stop the
ever heading list in my own head, make myself an americano and curl up on the couch with my puppies and
read. I've never completed this before, but felt this book was the Motivation Monday Medication I required
and that it had been!!!Thank you Bill for your self-challenging phrases, your transparency and honesty! I am

ordering a duplicate for all of my group and family members. You won't regret it.Three years ago I read
FOCUS ON Why by Simon Sinek and took his online course. "My Why" is: TO GENERATE an Inspirational
Atmosphere in order that Growth and Success Flourish.. Nevertheless, I would recommend purchasing the
book as you will want to share it with friends, family, and acquaintances – and, you might not want to
mortgage them your kindle! I must say i experience pleasure through others' pleasure. As I read this book
I possibly could hear him speaking.!!I appreciate you and thank you again for your terms! In the end, He
lands the plane by concluding what the passion-driven purpose might look like in your life. This was a
thoughtful, concise manual on how best to develop a happy life.It is easy to read and can be easily read in
an evening. (If you can reply to your own self-evaluation questions very quickly! I bought several copies
and can move them around to people I value (not to individuals I want to be miserable). Today to have it in
book form is something special. I was present when he offered his speech upon this, where the book is
situated. The standing ovation by the over one thousand people present lasted over 20 minutes! Time and
energy to get to it! I highly recommend this examine to all ages- it has such a positive impact on your life!I
purchased the Kindle edition for convenience. I feel your book provides helped remind me what truly brings
me pleasure - helping others attain their goals, be it personal or professional. I’m right now making out my
list on what many books to get for gifts – even before Christmas!I give this book a 5-star rating.. Just
finished reading Successful Happiness, it is a great read with a whole lot of life lessons. I thought this
would be just another self-help, positive psychology reserve like the dozens I’ve read.And my favorite story
is approximately Sara Tucholsky who simply hit the first home run of her college career, and the people who
stepped up to the plate to assist.Most of us need Rocco’s inside our lives, we all have to be Rocco’s in
various other lives. Where I found the most value from this book may be the way it could be applied right
to any life to either re-route or good tune our journey toward joy.This book is about passion in what we go
about to attain. We achieve when it's coupled with happiness. Bottom Line Tips to Creating YOUR Trip of
Success and Being Happy in the Process! Since it has been stated YOUR disposition is a lot more important
compared to the position. Effort is a part of every trip which has purpose and signifying, but enjoying the
accomplishments and getting happy continues one on the road becoming an motivation to others. Therefore

many self-help books talk about the "grit and the grind" and ideas to success, but few will tell you about
the long journey that often lies forward in fulfilling YOUR passion filled purpose. I hope my comments help
and resonate with others on their path to "successful happiness"! This publication delivers not only an
action intend to success, but problems the reader to become laser centered on their respective trip



creating maximum results. In order to lead an organization or be a group member making the organization
successful you need focus, perseverance and moreover HAPPINESS. Personally, i have read this publication
twice. The writer shares his journey of success with real-life encounters of not only achievement, but also
the many challenges that he faced building a successful profession in dentistry both as a dentist and world
renowned oral educator impacting a large number of dentists globally. Great, simple software of methods to
happiness.Below are a few of my favorites:Beloved quote: The tragedy of life is what dies in the man while
he lives. It wasn’t. This book gave me actual daily tools to simply put into action many of the stuff we
commonly read about in various other books. One thing I’ve commonly found without therefore many
positive psychology books is an easy to follow break down of simple steps ANY person can take to begin
improving their pleasure today.You may be wondering who Rocco is, get the book!)I have known Dr.learn
how! Need some motivation on how to become happier ? Browse this book A book you will move around.
Perfect. This book reads fast, the message is strong. Dickerson bares his soul, he enjoins us to find, develop
and enjoy our passion-powered purpose. That being said, it must not be discredited as a great read for
adults as well. This book is just a little gem and can get you out of a funk and into actions mode ! Only you
can control your own pleasure.. I would say those words every single day and then one day the flame
appeared to fizzle and I have not had the opportunity to jump start that again. I will certainly encourage

my kids to learn it, I think it will enrich their lives. Enough time he must have spent to put it together was
a testament to Bill's passion about serving. William G. Dickerson, is a guide to reaching the ultimate success,
which is enjoying life. This book will go “in my back pocket” for quick reference. Being a lover of self-help
material, this is a good someone to have useful. The narrative is usually generous and inspirational. This is a
quick read and widely applicable. His unique brief stories broaden the framework for the estimates, helping
us put in them appropriately in to the context of our lives. Dickerson on an individual level, I've interacted
with him.. Therein lies his major important to successful joy. If you are looking for a guide to achieving long
lasting, life-changing happiness, read this reserve! I experienced it twice to give myself time and energy to
reflect it's lessons upon my very own life. The author included many believed provoking and humorous tales
that make this book hard to put down. Bravo!! Happiness Best book I had ever read. A good go through for
all! It not only informs the reader on what the author achieved his happiness but also guides the reader in
self-evaluation to work toward their own successful happiness. The stories and quotes are meaningful and
entertaining. Bought copies for my adult children. It identifies where we might have gone astray, stop, or
worse yet, never started our journey for a passionate life. This book does what it promises to accomplish
and more. I actually was fortunate to be at Bill's "final lecture". Even now I could picture how he
captivated his target audience. Generous and inspirational Successful Happiness, by successful businessman
and dentist, Dr. Dickerson for 16 years. It really is an a straightforward read but the messages are
powerful. Great Book! No matter what age group you are, this is a must examine for anyone who wants to
possess a fulfilling and content life. Bill's publication is what I contact a no-brainer-don't even think about
getting it, just do it. I was able to connect the emotions you verbalized for your wife with how I feel
about my husband :) Love is amazing! RP Dr Bill Dickerson needs us on a trip for a Interest filled life
Successful Happiness is compiled by a 4 pillar man. Our author guides us through an activity to get our
passion-powered purpose in lifestyle. He gets us on the plane and requires us for a trip, pointing out tens
guidelines along the way to our passion-powered purpose. Frankly, we get yourself a glimpse into his
existence as though we were having coffee with a friend. He is both intelligent and witty, but If I was to
make use of one word to describe him, it might be passionate! This involves reflection on our achievement'

and failures. I'd strongly recommend this reserve to anyone who wants a happier even more peaceful life.
The book demands a call to action-- it requires work people! Bill breaks down the wall space of negativity
while providing the inspiration to overcome leading us to find our passion. It's hardly ever too late to
possess a no regrets lifestyle or to be the very best person you may be! His use of historical quotes from



influential authors to support key points is simply brilliant. Happiness is achievable I thoroughly enjoyed this
book. I must applaud Bill for getting the courage to quotation James in his publication. My book has many
dog-eared pages and it complements me whenever possible. I'm an excellent believer in positivity and the
power of thought, so I was excited to read this book. While Expenses has mainly spoken to dental
professionals over the years, this reserve is applicable for everyone seeking joy. Dr D then mentors us by
giving actual life experiences to greatly help develop our eyesight directing us to attain the target. This
book really outlines how to make it happen and how exactly to live your life to the fullest potential. I have
always viewed my discontentment as a poor quality and today consider it in a positive light.
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